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Improving Search performance using xPlore
partitioning and Search filters

In DFC 6.7, we introduced a new customization mechanism in DFC Search Service: the
Search Filters.

This mechanism allows you to insert custom steps in the query transformation pipeline.

 

In this article, we present a filter that adds collection routing to a query.

 

Collection routing is an xPlore feature that allows you to partition data. This is achieved
through a collection routing

plugin in xPlore at indexing time.

At query time, the query can be scoped to a particular collection to improve performance.

 

For example, one can partition data by type. At query time, the query can be scoped on the
type collection.

 

We published such a customization sometimes ago in Improving Webtop Search
Performance Using xPlore Partitioning. However, we did not use search filter, instead we
customized Webtop.

Search Filter customization has the advantage to work with any Documentum application
that uses the DFC Search Service,

not only Webtop.

 

Based on a mapping file that describes how types are mapped to collections, this Search
Filter adds a partition scope to the query.
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Example:

Assuming the following mapping:

dm_document=Documents dm_folder=Folder

 

A query on dm_document will be generated for Documents collection:

 

declare option xhive:index-paths-values "dmftmetadata//owner_name,dmftsecurity/acl_name,dmftsecurity/acl_domain";   let $libs := collection('/MARCDOCBASE2/dsearch/Data/Documents')   let $results := for $dm_doc score $s in $libs/dmftdoc[(dmftmetadata//a_is_hidden = "false")                             and (dmftversions/iscurrent = "true") and (dmftinternal/i_all_types = "0370a79c80000129")                             and (dmftmetadata//object_name ftcontains "foo" with stemming using stop words default)] order by $s descending return $dm_doc   return (for $dm_doc in subsequence($results,1,351)          return <r>{for $attr in $dm_doc/dmftmetadata//*[local-name()=('r_object_id')]                           return <attr name='{local-name($attr)}' type='{$attr/@dmfttype}'>{string($attr)}</attr>}                                   {xhive:highlight(($dm_doc/dmftcontents/dmftcontent/dmftcontentref,$dm_doc/dmftcustom))}                                  <attr name='score' type='dmdouble'>{string(dsearch:get-score($dm_doc))}</attr></r>)

 

A query on dm_cabinet (a subtype of dm_folder will be generated for Folder collection:

 

declare option xhive:index-paths-values "dmftmetadata//owner_name,dmftsecurity/acl_name,dmftsecurity/acl_domain";   let $libs := collection('/MARCDOCBASE2/dsearch/Data/Folder')   let $results := for $dm_doc score $s in $libs/dmftdoc[(dmftmetadata//a_is_hidden = "false")                             and (dmftversions/iscurrent = "true") and (dmftinternal/i_all_types = "0370a79c80000128")                             and (dmftmetadata//object_name ftcontains "foo" with stemming using stop words default)] order by $s descending return $dm_doc   return (for $dm_doc in subsequence($results,1,351)          return <r>{for $attr in $dm_doc/dmftmetadata//*[local-name()=('r_object_id')]                                 return <attr name='{local-name($attr)}' type='{$attr/@dmfttype}'>{string($attr)}</attr>}                                         {xhive:highlight(($dm_doc/dmftcontents/dmftcontent/dmftcontentref,$dm_doc/dmftcustom))}                                         <attr name='score' type='dmdouble'>{string(dsearch:get-score($dm_doc))}</attr></r>)

 

This filter will work on DFC 6.7 with latest patch, 6.7 SP1 and beyond.

To install the filter:

• add searchfilter.properties, collection-routing.properties and search_filter_collectionrouting.jar to your
application classpath

• edit collection-routing.properties to match the collection mapping in xPlore
• restart your application

 

Alternatively, you can package search_filter_collectionrouting.jar as a SBO and deploy it to
the global registry. We implemented the SBO interface but did not package it.

 

In addition to the filter, custom collection routing must be deployed on xPlore, as described
in Improving Webtop Search Performance Using xPlore Partitioning.

 

For more details on Search Filters, you can refer to the Search Development Guide.
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